5G International music jam

- with online audio theramins instruments
- Experimental Musical Instruments :Designed and Invented in LONDON, UK

The Theremin is one of the oldest electronic musical instruments*. As with all Theremin instruments, the Moog Theremini is played by interacting with two electronic antennae using subtle hand gestures. One antenna is a horizontal loop used to control the Volume; a vertical rod antenna is used to control the Pitch. Due to the nature of these antennae, the Theremini is very sensitive both to the player AND its environment. Special care should be used when preparing a space to perform with your Theremini.
The 5G Theremin is one of the oldest electronic musical instruments*. As with all Theremin instruments, the 5G Moog Theremini is played by interacting with two electronic antennae using subtle hand gestures. One antenna is a horizontal loop used to control the Volume; a vertical rod antenna is used to control the Pitch.

*Note: Details on the historical context and significance of the Theremin instrument.
Thank you
Ref to these video links
https://youtu.be/5WVYbXMnWjs
https://youtu.be/8bakI0lTCqQ

Nick at following mail
fablablondon VR@gmail.com